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D E A R  N E V A D A
 As we emerge from one of the most chaotic years in history, one thing holds 

true of southern Nevada’s commercial real estate (CRE) industry, the rebound is 

greater than the setback. Neither the Great Recession of the previous decade nor 

the pandemic of this one can keep this market down. In fact, each hurdle helps us 

learn and conquer the next one. As Certified Commercial Investment Members, or 

CCIMs, we know the market challenges better than anyone. And we know how to 

make the most out of any commercial real estate environment. 

 Those of us that have achieved the CCIM designation are experts in commercial 

and investment real estate. We represent the best, most knowledgeable, 

professionals in our field. We are dedicated to our community, colleagues and 

industry. Our worldwide network of other CCIMs and resources gives us an edge 

that is necessary in today’s virtually connected environment. Our commitment to 

our local neighborhoods means we care about the future of southern Nevada and 

can be trusted to lead the way in CRE. 

 From our education to our experience, a CCIM is uniquely poised to help 

southern Nevada’s CRE market come back stronger than ever. Our designees are 

writing the next chapter of CRE in Nevada and our expertise is ensuring a stronger 

tomorrow than the yesterday we’ve left behind. 

 Whether you are in need of an expert guide to CRE in southern Nevada or want 

to become an expert yourself, the CCIM organization is your one-stop shop for 

commercial real estate knowledge. The following pages will tell you a little more 

about our organization. I invite you to read on and learn about how we are helping 

shape the southern Nevada story. If you’d like to speak to a CCIM, or if you’d like to 

learn more about how to become one, go to SNCCIM.org.

Best wishes,

Adam Gregory, CCIM 

2021 President – Southern Nevada Chapter
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Introduce
Yourself to Nearly

LevyProductionGroup.com

Video Production by

For more information call 702.267.6327 or email
sales@nevadabusiness.com • NevadaBusiness.com

All video production, filming and
editing included Video featured online
in a month of your choosing

Native advertising across the
Nevada Business Magazine network

High-quality video
(fully embeddable on your site)

Archived video on NevadaBusiness.com 

Social media mentions and features

Investment $7500

Decision 
Makers
with a video profile 
tailored to you & 
your audience.

Check out the videos at 
NevadaBusiness.com/MDM
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T H E

N E X T 

C H A P T E R

By

JENNIFER 
RACHEL 
BAUMER

Southern Nevada CCIM

THE commercial real 

estate industry is 

constantly changing. 

Navigating and 

thriving in that world 

requires expertise, 

education, stability 

and knowledge.

Write
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  Certified Commercial Investment Mem-

bers earn their designation as CCIMs 

through extensive and ongoing education, 

and submission of a portfolio of real-world 

deals. Before they ever guide a client through 

a transaction, they’ve proven their skills. 

 In 2020, Southern Nevada CCIMs braced 

for a devastating year as businesses in all CRE 

sectors closed in response to the pandemic. 

 Devastation didn’t happen. Instead, 

CCIMs found themselves busier than 

ever as clients turned to them for expert 

guidance through a changing market. 

 “At the beginning of the pandemic, 

things changed dramatically, and we took 

on an advisory role for tenants and land-

lords, on how to weather the storm, how 

to best accommodate tenants so that 

they could survive and thrive once things 

turned around,” said David Bauman, MDL 

Group, CCIM programs chair. “I don’t 

think I was ever busier in my career as I 

was three months after we shut down.” 

 Investors, owners, buyers and sell-

ers, landlords and tenants expected a 

hard economic downturn. Some sectors, 

like gaming and hospitality, restaurants 

and retail, experienced just that. 

 Even in such unique circumstances, 

CCIM professionals helped clients navigate 

the suddenly changed market. Helping 

CCIMs themselves was the CCIM Institute. 

 “During the start of the pandemic, the 

CCIM Institute developed a COVID resource 

page,” said Robin Civish, ROI Commercial 

Real Estate, CCIM communications commit-

tee chair. The resources page listed informa-

tion geared to helping CCIMs help clients. 

CCIM Connect allowed CCIMs nationwide to 

discuss best practices for assisting clients in 

dealing with unfamiliar events like force ma-

jeure clauses which were activated last year. 

The Institute created free refresher courses 

for getting back to basics and dealing with 

situations CCIMs hadn’t encountered before. 

 “A broker who has achieved the CCIM 

designation is better equipped to help 

clients weather economic shifts due to 

the level of education and expertise that 

CCIMs possess,” said Amelia Henry, Log-

ic Commercial Real Estate, CCIM schol-

arship chair. “As CCIMs we’re trained in 

financial, market, and strategic analysis 

along with investor and user decision 

making. This level of expertise and train-

ing allows us to analyze the big picture.” 

Real World 
Education

 CCIM designees possess the knowl-

edge, stability and expertise to help 

clients weather economic storms. Re-

lationships made through membership 

allow networking nationwide with other 

CRE professionals. 

 “I can call any one of my instructors, 

my competitors, or my associates, and 

SPECIAL REPORTSouthern Nevada ChapterCCIM

David Bauman
 CCIM

MDL Group
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know, first, they’ll take my call. Second, 

they’ll assist and support me without 

judgment. The end result is the high-

est degree of council to ensure our real 

estate community is held in the highest 

regard,” said Carole Cline-Ong, MDL 

Group, CCIM past-president.  

 Working a deal with another CCIM 

means knowing that person understands 

the market. “There’s an ethics code that 

CCIMs live by, so you’re working with 

someone who’s going to be ethical in 

their dealings,” said Bauman. 

 Even if a CCIM hasn’t experienced an 

economic disruption or downturn them-

selves, they probably can connect with 

someone who has and can lend guid-

ance. Having the tools to navigate sud-

den changes is valuable for clients, and 

good for the industry.  

Tools and 
Education 

 When it comes to forecasting the CRE 

market, CCIMs have the advantage of na-

tionwide networking with industry profes-

sionals, and the tools to understand market 

fluctuations and take advantage of them. 

Networking and expert data and analy-

sis are standout tools, as is access to the 

knowledge of experts in related fields.

 “We have our own CCIM Institute 

Chief Economist K.C. Conway [who 

gives] quarterly webinars and updates to 

our members,” said Civish.

 There’s also the Institute’s portal 

software called Site to Do Business, 

which provides chapter members with 

social media and marketing training. 

 Earning the designation requires four 

core classes, the ethics course, and 

elective classes taken through the Insti-

tute. Candidates submit a portfolio de-

tailing actual deals. The comprehensive 

exam at the end is similar to an attorney 

passing the bar, but CCIM designation is 

voluntary; CRE professionals can prac-

tice without it. That level of dedication 

is one reason the designation is so well 

respected in CRE. 

    “This is 100 percent elective,” said Bau-

man. “When you see someone with the des-

ignation, you know they went the extra mile.” 

Southern Nevada Chapter CCIM
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“TODAY IT’S 
ALL VIRTUAL ... 

THE YOUNGER 
GENERATION 

COMING UP 
WILL BE 

BETTER SUITED 
TO THAT THAN 

THOSE OF US 
WHO HAVE 
BEEN HERE 

LONGER.”

ADAM GREGORY, CCIM
CommCap Advisors
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First American Title-NCS

Gold
Commercial Alliance Las Vegas

Nevada Business Magazine
Nevada State Bank

Northcap
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Bank of Nevada

Chase
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Marquis Aurbach Coffing
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Embracing 
What’s New
–Technology 

     As recently as 2004, CCIMs met in per-

son with clients and walked every property. 

That was already changing when COVID 

made face to face impossible. 

     “Today it’s all virtual, everything is 

Zoom,” said Adam Gregory, CommCap 

Advisors, CCIM president. “The younger 

generation coming up will be better 

suited to that than those of us that 

have been here longer. They’re more 

comfortable emailing and texting. I get an 

email from somebody, and I immediately 

pick up the phone and call them.” 

 Quarantine forced professionals to 

get comfortable with new communica-

tions technology and gave them the time 

to do it. 

 “There’s a lot of really great software 

programs that offer mapping, demo-

graphic data, analysis reports and even 

risk reports, so by combining our real-

world education with technology, CCIMs 

are able to add value for our clients,” 

said Cline-Ong. 

 The technology available to CCIMs 

is also available to their clients. That 

doesn’t mean navigating CRE has be-

come simple. One benefit a CCIM can 

provide is interpretation of the informa-

tion available, because everything isn’t 

always what it seems. 

 “They don’t always know how to de-

cipher the information,” Bauman said. 

“One tenant wanted to show me there 

were thousands of available spaces in 

the Las Vegas market when in actuality 

there was probably only about a dozen 

that would actually meet his needs.” 

 That kind of misunderstanding can 

create mistrust. “That’s why you need 

a professional to help you find the right 

space and eliminate the waste of time so 

you can get back to work,” said Bauman. 

SPECIAL REPORT
S P O N S O R S

Robin Civish
 CCIM

ROI Commercial Real Estate
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 “Our clients have a lot of information 

at their fingertips,” said Civish. “It’s our 

role as a CCIM to understand the infor-

mation they have and make sure we are 

still the experts in CRE. There are more 

and more tech companies rolling out 

products that will help us provide our cli-

ents with more real time analytics to en-

sure they are buying in the right location 

and the right time for the right price.” 

 CCIM’s Ward Center for Real Estate 

Studies keeps CCIMs current with industry 

changes. The Members Advantage Pro-

gram provides them the newest technology 

services. CCIM Institute offers courses on 

development, site selection, financial in-

vestment tools, market analysis, tax issues, 

and professional growth. 

 “If you need it, we probably have it,” 

said Civish. 

Expanding the 
Tradition of 
Excellence 

 “I like that we have a 50-plus-year tra-

dition of excellence within CCIM, and we 

still have a high bar for designees, so it’s 

not simply anybody can do it if you just pay 

Amelia Henry
 CCIM

Logic Commercial Real Estate
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Education is part of what makes a CCIM an 

expert. From classes to market experience, 

each CCIM has the knowledge necessary to 

help their clients succeed. CCIM’s offerings 

enhance an individual’s career and provide 

comprehensive educational resources 

through the CCIM Institute.

The Designation Curriculum
Designed to equip practitioners with the 

skills necessary to profit from the ever-

changing commercial real estate industry, 

these classes are the core requirements to 

earning a CCIM designation.

CI 101 – Financial Analysis
This course provides a foundation of 

practical financial analysis skills.

CI 102 – Market Analysis
This course analyzes investment factors 

for each of the major property types.

Negotiations Training
This training provides eight hours

on the CCIM Interest-Based

Negotiations Model.

CI 103 – User Decision 
Analysis
This course utilizes market and financial 

analysis skills for user space decisions

and applies cost-of-occupancy models

for ownership and leasing.

CI 104 – Investment Analysis
This course teaches how to optimize 

investment returns and effectively forecast 

performance by quantifying risk.

Ethics Course
This online training covers the CCIM 

Code and Standards of Practice.

Ward Center for
Real Estate Studies
Offering webinars, workshops and

online courses on specialized topics,

these classes are open to members

and non-members.

CCIM Institute
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your fees,” said Andy Crawford, CommCap 

Advisors, CCIM designation promotions 

chair. “That allows us to make sure we have 

quality designees capable of and qualified 

to write the next chapter.” 

 Bobbi Miracle, Commercial Execu-

tives Real Estate Services, CCIM pres-

ident-elect, is a former chapter presi-

dent, returning because the designation 

has meant so much to her career. She 

wants incoming designees to have the 

same experience.

 “We’re one of the biggest chapters 

in the country, and one of the most suc-

cessful,” said Miracle. “So, to continue 

growing it, that’s essential.” 

 Good leadership is a mix of new ideas 

and history, said Miracle. As past presi-

dent, she’s bringing back some history. 

 The board wants the “new ideas” part 

of the mix to come from new designees 

taking leadership positions. 

 “It’s time for them to step up, get on 

the board, and move the chapter not in a 

new direction but to the next level with 

that fresh blood,” said Gregory. 

 Gregory earned his designation in 

2008 and got on the board in 2009. Being 

on the board helps CCIMs network and 

build relationships. Now Gregory’s ready 

to see the board entrusted to new hands. 

 “It’s important to me because CCIM 

is important to me, to leave having been 

president, as opposed to just leaving the 

board,” Gregory said. His term coincided 

with COVID. Having created a business 

plan detailing what he wanted to achieve, 

he didn’t know if any of it was feasible. 

“Some presidents spend their whole term 

weathering [an economic] storm. I thought 

my year was just to keep us afloat and Mir-

acle would come in and build us back up.” 

 When the CRE market didn’t crash, 

Gregory turned his attention to expansion. 

  “We’ve pinned seven designees in 

the past 12 months,” Gregory said. Over 

Southern Nevada Chapter CCIM

Carole Cline-Ong
 CCIM

MDL Group
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Chapter
L E A D E R S H I P

David Bauman, CCIM
Designation Promotion Chair | Director

Programs Chair | Director
MDL Group

Sunshine Bono, CCIM
Education Co-Chair | Director

Newmark

Paul Chaffee, CCIM
University Outreach Co-Chair | Director

C Squared Real Estate Services

Andy Crawford, CCIM
University Outreach Chair | Director

CommCap Advisors

Jakke Farley, CCIM
Newsletter Chair | Director

Communications Board Liason | Director
Mountain West Commercial Real Estate

Roy Fritz, CCIM
Membership Chair | Director
CBRE

Amelia Henry, CCIM
Scholarship Chair | Director
Logic Commercial Real Estate

Avece Higbee, Esq.
Legal Representation
Marquis Aurbach Coffing Attorneys

Meaghan Levy, CCIM
Networking and Social Chair | Director
Newmark

Jennifer Ott, CCIM
Legislative Affairs Board Liason | Director
Candidate Guidance Chair | DIrector
ROI Commercial Real Estate

Adam Gregory, CCIM 
President

CommCap Advisors

Bobbi Miracle, CCIM, SIOR
President-Elect

Education Chair | Director
Commercial Executives

Real Estate Services

Salina Ramirez, CCIM
Treasurer/Secretary
Commercial Executives
Real Estate Services

Ryan Martin, CCIM, SIOR
Immediate Past President
Sponsorship Chair | Director
MDL Group
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the next six months he wants to bump 

membership and hold as many events 

as possible. “That’s what I’d like to see 

for the last six months of my presidency. 

Make changes and expand the chapter.” 

Writing the 
Next Chapter 

 What should a newly pinned CCIM ex-

pect? They should expect an ever-changing 

market, new technology and new challenges. 

 “New brokers and CCIMs should ex-

pect there to be challenges in the begin-

ning of their career,” said Henry. Like any 

business, it requires hard work to create 

momentum and keep it going. 

 The industry needs more technical 

analysis and people who understand 

the financial aspects of the deal as well as 

sales, said Bauman. 

 The Southern Nevada market is chang-

ing as brokers with 30 years experience re-

tire and younger brokers emerge into the 

field. Programs like the Institute’s Cultural 

Southern Nevada Chapter CCIM

Adam Gregory
 CCIM

CommCap Advisors

“NEW
BROKERS 

AND CCIMS 
SHOULD EXPECT 

THERE TO BE 
CHALLENGES IN 
THE BEGINNING 

OF THEIR 
CAREER.”

AMELIA HENRY, CCIM
Logic Commercial

Real Estate
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“WITH THE NEW 
VISION OF THE 

DESIGNEES
COMING IN 

AND HOW THE 
INDUSTRY IS 

CHANGING, IT 
WILL MAKE 

EVERYBYODY 
BETTER AT WHAT 

WE DO, AND MORE 
SUCCESSFUL.”

BOBBI MIRACLE, CCIM, SIOR
Commercial Executives

Real Estate Services

economic environments is paramount. 
With the support from the CCIM family, 
along with the resources they provide, an 
uncertain market was not as intimidating 
as it could have been. It is nice to see 
Las Vegas reopening and in turn, in 
person events resuming. Networking 
assists greatly with making longstanding 
business relationships and connections.

Commercial 
Real Estate 
Market in 
Southern 

Nevada Post 
Pandemic

Retail
and Restaurant

 “Retail has been challenging for a 

while with the Amazon effect,” said Civ-

ish. Online ordering multiplied ten-fold 

during the pandemic, speeding up the 

need for retailers to adapt to customer 

behaviors. 

Diversity Education Program encourage 

more minorities to enter the profession. 

 “The next chapter for our local CCIM is to 

continue to build our membership base and 

recruit a younger, more diverse group of real 

estate professionals,” said Henry. “I wanted 

to be on the board of directors because rep-

resentation is important. I feel if other young 

minority women see myself holding a position 

on the board it will encourage them to get in-

volved in CRE, join the chapter and hopefully 

take on a leadership position, as I have.” 

 “I’ve had the opportunity to work with 

designees all over the country, and really 

work with the candidates coming up to be 

pinned and the new people getting in-

volved,” said Miracle. “With a bit of direc-

tion, the new [designees] will take our CCIM 

designation and make it ten-fold of whatever 

we were before. With the new vision of the 

designees coming in, and how the industry 

is changing, it will make everybody better at 

what we do, and more successful.” 

Angelina 
Scarcelli
CCIM, CPM
Director of Operations,
Colliers Las Vegas Isabella 

Sorrentino
CCIM
Associate ROI 
Commercial Real Estate

Why did you become a CCIM?
I became a CCIM to further enhance my 
skillset in relation to the commercial real 
estate industry. The CCIM curriculum 
provides an unparalleled education 
that I utilize day-to-day for many of my 
business interactions along with providing 
additional knowledge to address my 
client’s needs more effectively.

How have CCIM events 
and education helped you 
professionally?
Both networking and education 
opportunities are crucial to the success 
of my business. Being aware of changing 

Vegas has seen to date, we are seeing 
more corporations bet on Vegas. Having 
been raised here, I think it is a really 
exciting time to be in Las Vegas.

Why do CCIMs have an 
advantage in changing markets?
There is extreme value in having 
knowledge in the financial and 
investment aspects of commercial real 
estate. The education when obtaining 
this designation provides business 
professionals the tools and ability to 
set their clients up for success. The 
knowledge obtained throughout the 
courses allows for CCIMs to provide an 
educated assessment on a property for 
its highest and best use based off the 
community demographics, purchasing 
habits and trade area drivers.What do you think the “bounce 

back” for southern Nevada 
CRE will look like?
I think we are already seeing a bounce 
back. Las Vegas has hit record highs in 
both the number of tourists and profits in 
the casinos. Additionally, our population 
has grown exponentially, another great 
thing for our city, allowing us to diversify 
the economy. Now that we have one 
of the most educated populations Las 

New Member 
Impressions
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MARTIN-HARRIS Construction (MHC) 

is a multi-faceted general contractor delivering 

preconstruction, general construction, CMAR, 

Design-Build, and Tenant Improvement services 

to a host of markets including the industrial, retail, 

office, education, hospitality, and healthcare 

sectors. 

 The company is celebrating its 45th anniver-

sary this year and Guy Martin, President, be-

lieves it is an ideal time to look back on their suc-

cesses and identify opportunities for growth. “I 

think the most exciting period of Martin-Harris’s 

existence will be the next five years,” he says. 

“We’re going to hit some growth milestones, 

we’re going to hit some developmental mile-

stones, and I believe we will produce some of 

the greatest industry leaders that construction 

has ever seen.” In speaking about his staff, he 

says, “We hire the very best people in the indus-

try and we give them every tool and opportunity 

they need to be successful. We hold them ac-

countable, but we also allow them to grow.”

 Martin-Harris is a values-driven general con-

tractor known for building strong relationships 

and award-winning projects, even during a pan-

demic. The company’s diversity meant it was 

able to work through COVID-19 on projects like 

the new City of Las Vegas Municipal Courthouse, 

Meow Wolf Las Vegas, Interchange Industrial 

Center, and Auric and Parc Haven at Symphony 

Park. One headline project in 2020 was the Las 

Vegas Convention Center Expansion. In a Joint 

Venture with Turner Construction, the team con-

structed the 1.44 million sf, stand-alone facility.

 “By following our Core Values, 2020 was 

one of our best years and I couldn’t be more 

proud of our team for their work,” Martin pro-

claims. “As far as longevity and continued suc-

cess, there’s no limit to what we can do. We’re 

healthy, hard-working, dedicated, diverse, we 

are careful not to outrun our capacity, and we 

offer unparalleled service.”

Martin-Harris Construction

Las Vegas Convention 
Center Expansion
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Candidate Guidance: 
provides guidance, 

encouragement and mentoring

to CCIM candidates

Communications/
Marketing: coordinates and 

carries out the chapter’s various 

marketing efforts, liaises with the 

public and media

Community/Social 
Events: organizes charity 

efforts and events and makes 

them happen

Designation Promotion: 
works to ensure the chapter’s 

CCIM designees and the 

designation itself are promoted 

and recognized

Education: chooses classes 

to be held locally, recruits 

instructors, organizes locations, 

markets the courses

Legislative Affairs: tracks 

and reports the hot topics at 

the city, county and state levels 

related to commercial real estate 

and real estate in general

Membership: grows the 

chapter’s membership

Newsletter: oversees 

publication of the bimonthly 

Perspective

Programs: develops, 

organizes and puts on the monthly 

luncheons

Scholarship: administrates 

the scholarship program

Sponsorship: organizes 

and hosts sponsor events, offers 

marketing opportunities to 

sponsors

University Outreach: 
creates exposure opportunities 

of CCIM and its curriculum to 

students at higher education 

schools, develops related 

programs for these institutions, 

generally promotes the pursuit of 

real estate careers

Wine Tasting: organizes and 

puts on the annual wine soirée 

and silent auction event

Chapter
C O M M I T T E E S
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 Shopping centers with experiential an-

chors—gyms, salons, businesses that re-

quire customers to physically visit—were 

created to draw customers and were the 

exact kind the pandemic closed. 

 “We saw that come to a grinding 

halt,” said Gregory. The sector is coming 

back, but slowly. “You’re paying a premi-

um to do a retail deal in today’s market, 

compared to an apartment or industrial 

deal, at least here locally. That was the 

biggest change I saw.” 

 Retail is changing, physical stores 

are adapting and online stores are ex-

panding. And despite the predictions 

in Q1 2020 that non-chain restaurants 

were doomed, the question Civish gets 

the most is, “Do you have any 1,500-sf 

second-generation restaurant space?” 

The answer is no.

 “The last recession taught landlords 

and tenants to work together,” said Civ-

ish. “We always saw this as a short-term 

change and both sides worked well to 

make sure that when it was time to reopen, 

there were still tenants to do so. I am as 

busy now as I have ever been in my career.” 

 There’s been minimal turnover in re-

tail, said Henry, who specializes in retail 

investment sales. “It’s really a direct result 

THE events of 1 October and other 

mass casualty incidents around the world 

have been a wake-up call for emergency 

responders. The Las Vegas Metropoli-

tan Police Department (LVMPD) realized 

the pressing need for cross-jurisdictional 

training and is spearheading the Nevada 

Joint Training Center. It will be a world-

class training campus for Nevada’s first 

responders.

 The LVMPD Foundation has launched a 

$25 million fundraising campaign to make 

this new Reality-Based Training Center a 

reality for the safety of Las Vegas’ officers, 

public and visitors. 

 The facility will be located adjacent to the 

John T. Moran Firearms Facility site. In ad-

dition to LVMPD, it will serve over 60 other 

agencies allowing them, for the first time, to 

adequately train together. 

 The center will feature a state-of-the-art 

reality-based training facility consisting of 

classrooms, offices and training spaces for 

defensive tactics and reality-based training. 

It will also include indoor and outdoor train-

ing villages designed to simulate neighbor-

hoods, parks, retail and commercial areas, 

as well as casino spaces. 

 Reality-based training conditions allow 

first responders to make difficult decisions 

under stress. This facility is the largest and 

most comprehensive project of this type in 

the nation. It will be a lasting testament to 

the strength and resilience of Las Vegas.

LVMPD Foundation

Southern Nevada Chapter CCIM

“I AM AS
BUSY NOW

AS I HAVE
EVER BEEN

IN MY
CAREER.”

ROBIN CIVISH, CCIM
ROI Commercial Real Estate
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of the eviction moratorium and landlords 

being willing to work with tenants that 

were hardest hit during the shutdown.” 

Which means Q1 2021 retail vacancy rate 

was 7 percent, only slightly higher than 6.5 

percent for the same period last year.  

Industrial 

 Henry predicts continued strong de-

mand for warehouse and distribution 

space in Southern Nevada, and that retail-

ers will continue to shift toward e-com-

merce. As unemployment decreases and 

consumer spending increases, Henry ex-

pects continuing stability in retail and mul-

tifamily, in part due to the housing short-

age and increased interstate relocation. 

 “The market is incredibly dynamic right 

now,” said Bauman. Southern Nevada re-

mains an attractive option for California 

businesses. There’s historically low vacan-

cy in industrial, and the office market came 

through better than expected. Where Bau-

man expected more distressed properties 

and fallout, the market is healthier than it 

was before the 2008 recession. 

 Some of the resilience in the office 

market stems from employers’ need to in-

crease space between employees, post-

quarantine. Rather than downsizing space 

even if staff was downsized, they’re keep-

ing what they have. Other office users who 

couldn’t get out of a lease subleased. 

NevadaBusiness.com

RED REPORT,
A SPECIAL SECTION WITHIN
NEVADA BUSINESS MAGAZINE,
FEATURES THE DEALS YOU’RE DOING.

To get your sales, leases,
projects and loans featured
email redreport@nevadabusiness.com.

Andy Crawford
 CCIM

CommCap Advisors
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“THE
MARKET

IS 
INCREDIBLY 

DYNAMIC
RIGHT
NOW.”

DAVID BAUMAN, CCIM
MDL Group

Time for
a Refresh 

 “In general, it’s as busy as it can be,” 

said Miracle, who specializes in leasing and 

sale of office, medical, retail and industrial 

properties. The Las Vegas CRE market is 

on a growing trajectory, with businesses 

relocating from other states. It was hot be-

fore the pandemic hit, and it continues to 

be healthy in the aftermath. Anyone willing 

to work is busy.

 “There are people wanting to relocate, 

businesses wanting to expand or contract, 

and/or just get new, fresh locations,” said Mir-

acle. “A lot of people just want a fresh start.” 

 Rather than a fresh start, some busi-

nesses are just starting. One client signed 

his lease on 6,500-SF of retail two weeks 

before the March 2020 shutdown. “Nine 

months later he finally opened and he never 

complained about having to pay rent be-

fore being open. He just paid the rent and 

Bobbi Miracle
 CCIM, SIOR

Commercial Executives
Real Estate Services

Southern Nevada Chapter CCIM
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Contact Us
For more information about the 

resources CCIM offers go to
SNCCIM.org, call 702.798.5156 or 

email snccim@amnevada.com.

did what he had to do,” said Jakke Farley, 

Mountain West Commercial Real Estate, 

CCIM newsletter chair. 

 Farley, who works in retail and office, 

both tenant rep and non-tenant rep, said 

spring 2021 was crazy busy and depend-

ing on the type of client in the retail sector, 

she advises clients not to wait. 

 “COVID is not really stopping the risk tak-

ers from taking the risk,” said Farley. “You’re 

going to miss out if you don’t take the risk.” 

Mortgage 
Banking 

 For Gregory, 2020 was a good year, driv-

en by interest rates at historic lows before the 

pandemic. Once the pandemic hit and rates 

dropped almost all the way to zero, even con-

servative lower-level borrowers became ac-

tive, wanting two things: The extremely low 

interest rates, and as much cash in pocket as 

possible so in the event of a serious down-

turn, they could scoop up new properties. 

 “We’re a commercial mortgage bank-

ing firm,” said Crawford about CommCap 

Advisors. “We represent institutional lend-

ers for a whole variety of income producing 

properties.” Those properties are within the 

four main sectors: office, industrial, retail 

and multifamily. 

 How did mortgage banking survive the 

pandemic? “By the nature of my workload 

right now, it’s bonkers,” said Crawford. It’s 

hard to tell how many of the inquiries are le-

gitimate, or feasible, given the leverage buy-

ers want and the fact that lenders haven’t 

relaxed underwriting standards just to get 

money out the door. But demand is high.” 

 Demand is high and the CRE market is 

healthy. It’s a good time for CCIM to write 

the next chapter.

SPECIAL REPORTSouthern Nevada ChapterCCIM

Jakke Farley
 CCIM

Mountain West
Commercial Real Estate

FOR over 41 years, R&O Construction has 

continued its dedication to helping clients 

build their dreams through meaningful proj-

ects in Henderson, Las Vegas and beyond. 

With a foundation built upon retail construc-

tion and based on the understanding that 

earning repeat business is the key to growth, 

R&O Construction has become a go-to gen-

eral contractor for Southern Nevada. The rea-

son is simple, a client-focused mission guides 

every project and consistently demonstrates 

the ability to turn your construction needs into 

quality-built reality.

 When R&O Construction looks to the fu-

ture, they do not aim to be the biggest gen-

eral contractor, but the one “Big Enough” to 

handle the needs of any project. This means 

that every client and every project receive the 

highest level of service and attention to detail. 

R&O’s commitment means each build is “Big 

Enough” to treat like the company’s most im-

portant, because they know that it is to the 

client. The goal is always to build trust and 

relationships, never just projects.

 With a storied and respected history of 

working with commercial developers to de-

liver projects that stand as hallmarks of the 

industry, R&O continues to stay rooted in its 

founding principles through an unrivaled ded-

ication to quality. President Slade Opheiken’s 

lives by the words, “Nothing is more impor-

tant to us than the trust our clients give us to 

build their projects on time and on budget. 

Our reputation is built on doing just that.”

R&O Construction

“Big Enough”
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ANNE ALBA, BIRTCHER ANDERSON REALTY MANAGEMENT • 
TONY AMATO, AVISON YOUNG • DAVID BAUMAN, MDL GROUP 
• SUNSHINE BONO, NEWMARK • STEVEN BORGNA, NEVADA 
STATE BANK • ANTONE J. BRAZILL, BRAZILL TEAM REAL ESTATE 
• LISA J. CALLAHAN, SAGE COMMERCIAL ADVISORS • MELISSA 
CAMPANELLA, NEWMARKET ADVISORS • TIM CASTELLO, 
BRASS CAP COMPANIES • PAUL CHAFFEE, C SQUARED REAL 
ESTATE SERVICES, LLC • JEFF CHAIN, MILLENNIUM COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES • BETTY CHAN, ASIAN AMERICAN REALTY & PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT • ROBIN CIVISH, ROI COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE • 
CAROL CLINE-ONG, MDL GROUP • ANDY CRAWFORD, COMMCAP 
ADVISORS • ALEXIA CROWLEY, COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL • 
MOLLIE E. DOYLE • GLENN DULAINE, REALTY EXECUTIVES OF 
NEVADA • PHILLIP DUNNING, 
PANATTONI DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY, INC • JAKKE FARLEY, 
MOUNTAIN WEST COMMERCIAL 
REAL ESTATE • TERENCE FARR, 
CBRE, INC. • ROY FRITZ, CBRE 
• FRANK P. GATSKI, GATSKI 
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE 
SERVICES • ADAM GREGORY, 
COMMCAP ADVISORS • TERRY 
L. HAMILTON, NEWMARKET 
ADVISORS • JAMES S. HAN, 
NORTHCAP COMMERCIAL • 
AMELIA R. HENRY, LOGIC 
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE • 
ROBYN HOGAN, TOLL BROTHERS 
• CHRISTOPHER JACKSON, 
NORTH AMERICAN COMMERCIAL 
• PETE JANEMARK, SUN 
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE, INC • CATHY JONES, SUN COMMERCIAL 
REAL ESTATE, INC • SOOZI JONES WALKER, COMMERCIAL 
EXECUTIVES REAL ESTATE SERVICES • NOLAN JULSETH-WHITE, 
SVN | THE EQUITY GROUP • J. MATTHEW KAMMEYER, FIVE STAR 
REAL ESTATE & PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • JARRAD KATZ, MDL 
GROUP • SUZETTE LAGRANGE, COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL • CHRIS 
LANE, COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL • ERIC J. LARKIN, NAI VEGAS • 
PAULA LEA, CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD • DEVIN LEE, NORTHCAP 
COMMERCIAL • JENNIFER LEHR, COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL • 
JASON LESLEY, PERRY GUEST COMPANIES • JENNIFER LEVINE, 

REALCOMM ADVISORS • ANDREW S. LEVY, ERA BROKERS • 
MEAGHAN LEVY, NEWMARK • ROBERT LUJAN, JLL • RICHARD 
LYBBERT, SUMMIT COMMERCIAL INC. • CHARLIE MACK, MACK 
REALTY • MARC MAGLIARDITI, LOGIC COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE 
• GREGORY MARTIN, MARTIN & ASSOCIATES REAL ESTATE • 
RYAN MARTIN, MDL GROUP • DANIEL MARX, SILVER STATE 
REALTY & INVESTMENTS • CHRISTOPHER MCGAREY, MCGAREY 
- CAMPA GROUP - BHHS-NV PROPERTIES • BOBBI MIRACLE, 
COMMERCIAL EXECUTIVES REAL ESTATE SERVICES • JEFFREY 
MITCHELL, MOUNTAIN WEST COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE • HAYIM 
MIZRACHI, MDL GROUP • BARRY R MOORE, DIVERSIFIED REALTY 
• KATHERINE MULLAY, LINCOLN HARRIS CSG - HEALTHCARE 
GROUP • E. THOMAS NASEEF, COLDWELL BANKER COMMERCIAL 

PREMIER REALTY • JENNIFER 
F. OTT, ROI COMMERCIAL REAL 
ESTATE INC. • DANNY RAFFLE, 
RPM COMMERCIAL REAL 
ESTATE • SALINA RAMIREZ, 
COMMERCIAL EXECUTIVES 
REAL ESTATE SERVICES • JACK 
A. RAPPAPORT, NORTHCAP 
COMMERCIAL • ROBERT L. 
REEL, REEL INVESTMENT GROUP 
• CHRISTOPHER RICHARDSON, 
LOGIC COMMERCIAL REAL 
ESTATE • TEDD B. ROSENSTEIN, 
NEVADA DEVELOPMENT & REALTY 
CO. • ANGELINA SCARCELLI, 
COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL • 
STACY SHAPIRO, COLLIERS 
INTERNATIONAL • BRIAN 
SORRENTINO, ROI COMMERCIAL 

REAL ESTATE • DANA SOUTER, MBHM HOLDINGS • LUCINDA 
STANLEY, THE RED LTD • CHRISTINA M. STRICKLAND, 
NEWMARKET COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE ADVISORS • DAVID P. 
STRICKLAND, THOMAS & MACK DEVELOPMENT GROUP • CRAIG 
A. SUTTON, EXP COMMERCIAL • LAUREN TABEEK, NEWMARK 
• MIKE TABEEK, NEWMARK • MARCUS W. THREATS, MARCUS 
& MILLICHAP • AL TWAINY, COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL • GINO 
VINCENT, LOGIC COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE • GEORGE WARNER, 
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY HOMESERVICES NEVADA PROPERTIES 
• JACK WOODCOCK, BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY HOMESERVICES

To contact a CCIM expert in your market,
call 702-798-5156 or visit www.ccim.com

Some Things in Life
Demand Total Expertise
A Commercial Real Estate Transaction is One of Them.


